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Approve the collaborative proposal from BHSU, NSU, USD, and SDSU for a M.Ed. in 
Principal Preparation as described in Attachment I. 
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DATE:  December 3-4, 2014 

 
****************************************************************************** 
 
SUBJECT: New Program: BHSU, NSU, SDSU, USD M.Ed. in Principal Preparation 
 
 Black Hills State University (BHSU), Northern State University (NSU), South Dakota 
State University (SDSU), and the University of South Dakota (USD) request authorization to 
offer a collaborative, shared M.Ed. in Principal Preparation (the Principal Preparation Program). 
The program would incorporate nationally recognized best practices in training future principals 
and administrators of South Dakota’s K-12 schools, including an emphasis on specific 
challenges faced by principals operating in rural settings. Delivery of the program would occur 
in a hybrid format with students participating in face-to-face, online, and fieldwork learning 
experiences.  
 
 The Board approved the Intent to Plan at the October 2014 meeting with the following 
conditions: 
 

1. The participating universities will research existing curricula, consult with experts 
concerning the curriculum, and provide assurance in the proposal that the program is 
consistent with current national standards, and meets accreditation and licensure 
requirements.  
 
2. The proposal will define the specific knowledge, skills, and competencies to be 
acquired through the program, will outline how each will be obtained in the curriculum 
and will identify the specific measures to be used to determine whether individual 
students have attained the expected knowledge, skills, and competencies. 
 
3. The participating universities will not request new state resources and the program 
proposal will identify the sources and amounts of all funds needed to operate the 
program and the impact of reallocations on existing programs. 

 
University Mission and Priorities 

The proposal is within the statutory mission of BHSU and NSU in SDCL 13-59-1 to 
prepare “elementary and secondary teachers” and for “graduate work” as authorized by the 
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Board of Regents. In addition, Board Policy 1:10:4 (BHSU) and Board Policy 1:10:6 (NSU) 
grant authorization for BHSU and NSU to offer “masters degrees in education.” 

 
The proposal is within the statutory mission of SDSU in SDCL 13-58-1 and USD in 

SDCL 13-57-1 to provide “professional education in . . . education.” In addition, Board Policy 
1:10:2 grants authorization to SDSU for “masters degrees in . . . education and counseling” and 
Board Policy 1:10:1 grants authorization to USD for “masters degrees in . . . education.”  
 
System Strategic Goals  

The program would support the System Strategic Plan by expanding graduate education, 
expanding programs to meet workforce needs, and streamlining academic organization structures 
through the collaboration of four universities.  

 
Workforce Need, Student Demand, and Projected Graduates  
 Employment projection data indicate a 2.5% growth in state demand for PK-12 principals 
over the next decade. South Dakota’s 150 public school districts, 48 non-public school systems, 
19 tribal/BIE schools, and 15 cooperative/multidistrict systems provide opportunities for 
program graduates. In addition, graduates of the program will align with the South Dakota 
Department of Education’s revised standards for principal preparation and effectiveness. The 
four collaborating universities anticipate an initial enrollment of 20-25 students. 
 
Development and External Review  

Development of the program occurred over a two-year period and involved a statewide 
workgroup consisting of PK-12 and university educators. Program standards match national best 
practices in educational leadership and new South Dakota Department of Education standards for 
principal training and effectiveness. The Board of Regents has monitored the progress of the 
program’s development, including updates at their April 2014 and August 2014 meetings. 
  
The Executive Director waived the external review because of the extensive development 
process and the existing educational administrative programs at three of the four participating 
universities. 
 
Board Policy  
 The collaborating universities are not requesting any exceptions to Board Policy. 
 
Off-Campus and Distance Delivery 

The four collaborating institutions intend to offer the program as an off campus program 
utilizing a hybrid model of delivery that incorporates face-to-face, online, and field experiences. 
The location of face-to-face cohort meetings may move between campuses and the Capital 
University Center in Pierre depending on the home locations of cohort members.  

 
Budget and Resources 

The four collaborating institutions do not intend to request additional state resources to 
support the program.  

http://www.sdbor.edu/theboard/agenda/2014/April/25.pdf
http://www.sdbor.edu/theboard/agenda/2014/August/11_G_BOR0814.pdf
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1. What are the purposes of the proposed program? 
 
Purpose of the Program 

The purpose of the proposed M.Ed. in Principal Preparation is to utilize nationally 
recognized best practices in training future principals and administrators of South Dakota’s PK-
12 schools, with special emphasis on the challenges faced by principals operating in rural 
settings. The program’s curriculum will align with the South Dakota Department of Education’s 
“Recommended Domains of Professional Practice” in evaluating principal effectiveness, 
including Vision and Goals; Instructional Leadership; School Operations and Resources; School, 
Student and Staff Safety; School and Community Relationships; and Ethical and Cultural 
Leadership.1 Completion of the program will lead graduates to licensure as a school principal 
within South Dakota. 
 
Institutional Collaboration 

Black Hills State University (BHSU), Northern State University (NSU), South Dakota 
State University (SDSU), and the University of South Dakota (USD) will each offer the program. 
All four of the collaborating universities will have degree granting authority while sharing 
common coursework and required student competencies. Three of the collaborating universities 
(NSU, SDSU, and USD) currently offer master’s programs in the related fields of education 
administration or leadership and administration; the proposed Principal Preparation Program will 
not replace these programs (the Principal Preparation Program focuses solely on the role of the 
school principal and occurs in a unique delivery format [See Section 9]).  

  
Demand for Graduates 

The Occupational Outlook Handbook published by the US Department of Labor’s 
Bureau of Labor Statistics notes that elementary, middle, and high school principals “typically 
need a master’s degree in education leadership or education administration. These master’s 
degree programs prepare future principals to manage teachers and staff, prepare and manage 
budgets, set goals, and work with parents and the community.”2 Graduates of the Principal 
Preparation Program will find employment opportunities as principals and assistant principals 
throughout South Dakota. Currently, the state has 150 public school districts, 48 non-public 
school systems, 19 tribal/BIE schools, and 15 cooperative/multidistrict systems, each employing 
multiple principals and assistant principals.3  Job opportunities for program graduates will come 
from natural turnover and attrition at schools within these districts. In addition, the Department 
of Labor predicts slow but steady growth in employment trends for PK-12 principals. Nationally, 
the Department of Labor expects a 6% increase in the number of principal positions for 

   1 South Dakota Department of Education, “South Dakota Principal Effectiveness Handbook,” accessed 20 August 
2014, http://doe.sd.gov/oatq/documents/Principal.docx, 9. 
   2 Bureau of Labor Statistics, U.S. Department of Labor, Occupational Outlook Handbook, 2014-15 Edition, 
“Elementary, Middle, and High School Principals,” accessed 28 July 2014, 
http://www.bls.gov/ooh/management/elementary-middle-and-high-school-principals.htm. 
   3 South Dakota Department of Education, “South Dakota Educational Directory,” accessed 1 August 2014, 
http://doe.sd.gov/ofm/edudir.aspx. 
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elementary, middle, and high school principals through 2022.4 Within South Dakota, the 
Department of Labor projects an increase of 2.5% during the same period.5 
 
Institutional Mission and Board of Regents Policy 1:21 “System Strategic Goals” 
BHSU Mission  

●SDCL 13-59-1 states the primary purpose of BHSU “is the preparation of elementary 
and secondary teachers, and a secondary purpose is to offer preprofessional, one-year and 
two-year terminal and junior college programs. Four-year degrees other than in education 
and graduate work may be authorized by the Board of Regents.” 
●Board Policy 1:10:4 grants authorization to BHSU for degrees at the “associate, 
baccalaureate, and masters levels,” including “masters degrees in education.” 

NSU Mission 
●SDCL 13-59-1 states the primary purpose of NSU “is the preparation of elementary and 
secondary teachers, and a secondary purpose is to offer preprofessional, one-year and 
two-year terminal and junior college programs. Four-year degrees other than in education 
and graduate work may be authorized by the Board of Regents.” 
●Board Policy 1:10:6 grants authorization to NSU for degrees at the “associate, 
baccalaureate, and masters levels,” including “masters degrees in education.” 

SDSU Mission 
●SDCL 13-58-1 states the primary purpose of SDSU is to “provide undergraduate and 
graduate programs of instruction in the liberal arts and sciences and professional 
education in agriculture, education, engineering, home economics, nursing and pharmacy, 
and other courses or programs as the Board of Regents may determine.” 
●Board Policy 1:10:2 grants authorization to SDSU for degrees at the “associate, 
baccalaureate, masters, professional doctorate, and doctoral” levels, including master’s 
degrees in education. 

USD Mission 
●SDCL 13-57-1 states the primary purpose of USD is to “provide undergraduate and 
graduate programs of instruction in the liberal arts and sciences and professional 
education in business, education, fine arts, law and medicine, and other courses or 
programs as the Board of Regents may determine.” 
●Board Policy 1:10:1 grants authorization to USD for degrees at the “associate, 
baccalaureate, masters, education specialist, and doctoral levels,” including master’s, 
specialist, doctoral, and professional programs in education and school administration. 

 
Board of Regents Policy 1:21 System Strategic Goals 
The proposed program also aligns with several System Strategic Goals, including: 

●1:21:1:A “Continuously improve preparation and align high school standards with 
college-ready expectations.” 

   4 Bureau of Labor Statistics, U.S. Department of Labor, Occupational Outlook Handbook, 2014-15 Edition, 
“Elementary, Middle, and High School Principals,” accessed 28 July 2014, 
http://www.bls.gov/ooh/management/elementary-middle-and-high-school-principals.htm. 
   5 South Dakota Department of Labor and Regulation, Occupational Employment Projections, accessed 28 July 
2014, http://dlr.sd.gov/lmic/occupation_projections_2012_2022.aspx. 
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●1:21:2:A “Review academic degree programs for quality, responsiveness, and 
productivity.” 
●1:21:3:B “Expand graduate education.” 
●1:21:3:D “Contribute to workforce development & quality of life by expanding 
academic programs to meet our future workforce needs, offering off-campus and online 
programs, and creating corporate training partnerships.” 
●1:21:4:D “Streamline administrative and academic organizational structures.” 

 
2. Rationale  

A. If a new degree is proposed, what is the rationale? 
 The proposed degree is not new within the Regental system. SDSU and BHSU currently 
offer the M.Ed. for various programs while USD offers the M.A. and NSU offers the M.S.Ed. for 
related programs in education. 
 

B. What is the rationale for the curriculum? 
 Two factors contributed to the development of the curriculum specific to this program. 
First, the Board of Regents recognized a need for revised principal preparation programming and 
authorized a system-wide review of related programs. The process began informally in 2006 
when the Regental System conducted a system-wide review of teacher education programs. 
Informal System-level discussions continued until 2012 when a formal two-year review of 
educational leadership programs began involving stakeholders from higher education, PK-12 
education, and government. The review process identified weaknesses and areas for 
improvement in principal preparation, including identifying best practices of related programs in 
other states. Second, the South Dakota Department of Education launched a new Principal 
Effectiveness Project in 2013.6  The project includes new standards for measuring principal 
effectiveness and assessment in South Dakota’s schools, as well as assessments on principal 
training.  
 A statewide committee participated in creating the Principal Preparation Program by 
conducting extensive review of research-based best practices, listening sessions throughout 
South Dakota, focus groups with principals and interviews of rural principals, and gap analysis 
of existing programs at Regental institutions. In addition, the committee visited highly regarded 
programs in neighboring states to interview program leadership and faculty while maintaining a 
focus on the multiple and diverse roles of rural administrators. The committee recognized the 
unique issues and needs of South Dakota (including the geographic distribution of Regental 
institutions, school systems, and population), selecting a hybrid delivery model combining face-
to-face and online coursework with extensive fieldwork. The Principal Preparation Program will 
also function as a closed cohort, meaning that students will complete the program with the same 
group with which they started it, promoting mutual academic support during the program and the 
development of professional network resources and collaboration opportunities after program 
completion. 
 This intent of the Principal Preparation Program is to produce transformational leaders 
focused on improving student achievement through stewardship of all school and community 

   6 For more information, see South Dakota Department of Education, “Principal Effectiveness Pilot Project,” 
accessed 20 August 2014, http://doe.sd.gov/oatq/pep.aspx. 
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resources. The program will utilize the expertise of BHSU, NSU, SDSU and USD faculty, 
partners in the PK-12 system, and experts in fields such as educational law, curricular design, 
program evaluation, first responders, community agencies and benevolent organizations, state 
legislation and other areas. This unique combination of collaborators ensures that the curriculum 
integrates theory and practice so that students receive authentic acquisition of knowledge, skills, 
and practical experiences in preparation for leadership positions in South Dakota and the 
extended region. The resulting curriculum integrates the needs of South Dakota’s school systems 
and prospective graduate students with current best practices in educational leadership 
preparation.  
 

C. Demonstrate that the curriculum is consistent with current national standards. 
Complete the tables below and explain any unusual aspects of the proposed 
curriculum. 

 The curriculum of the Principal Preparation Program aligns with the most current trends, 
standards, and guidelines in education leadership preparation. These include accreditation 
guidelines published by the Council for the Accreditation of Educator Preparation (CAEP), the 
Educational Leadership Constituent Council standards (ELCC 2011), the Interstate School 
Leaders Licensure Consortium (ISLLC 2008) standards, and the South Dakota Department of 
Education’s Principal Effectiveness Project. The program’s curriculum addresses the six broad 
areas indicated by the Department of Education’s standards: 
 
 ●Vision and Goals 
 ●Instructional Leadership 
 ●School Operations & Resources 
 ●School, Student & Staff Safety 
 ●School and Community Relationships  
 ●Ethical & Cultural Leadership  
 
 There are no elective courses in this program. The program’s narrowly defined purpose is 
to prepare South Dakota PK-12 principals and each thematically organized course correlates with 
South Dakota Department of Education Principal Effectiveness domains and Educational 
Leadership Constituent Council standards (ELCC 2011). As such, all students will complete the 
same sequence of coursework. Transfer credits are not applicable to this course of study because 
of the unique design of the program.  

 
D. Summary of the Degree (modify table as needed) 

 
M.Ed. in Principal Preparation (Principal Preparation Program) Credit 

Hours 
 

Percent 
Required courses, all students 34 100% 
Required option or specialization, if any 0 0% 
Electives 0 0% 
   

Total required for the degree 34 100% 
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 Required Courses 

 
Prefix & Num 

 
Course Title 

Credit 
Hours 

New 
(yes,no) 

EDAD 714 Personal Awareness & Development 3 Yes 
EDAD 726 Instructional Leadership: Teaching & Learning 7 Yes 
EDAD 738 Creating a Safe & Inclusive School Environment 7 Yes 
EDAD 744 Communicating & Leading Change 3 Yes 
EDAD 756 School & Community Relations 7 Yes 
EDAD 768 Ethical & Inclusive Leadership/Clinical Capstone 7 Yes 
    
 Total of Required Courses 34  

 
Elective Courses in the Program: List courses that may be taken as electives in the 
program. Indicate any new courses to be added specifically for the major. (If the list of 
existing courses is long, it may be provided as an appendix.) 
 
Prefix & Num Course Title Credit 

Hours 
New 

(yes,no) 
Not Applicable (NA) NA NA NA 

 
3. Student Outcomes & Demonstration of Individual Achievement 

 
A. What specific knowledge and competencies, including technology competencies, will 

all students demonstrate be able to demonstrate before graduation? The knowledge 
and competencies should be specific to the program and not routinely expected of all 
university graduates. Complete Appendix A – Outcomes using the system form. 
Outcomes discussed below should be the same as those in Appendix A. 

 Due to the program’s specific focus on training and preparing principals for South 
Dakota’s schools, the program will adopt the South Dakota Department of Education’s Core 
Competencies for Principals.7 The Core Competencies consist of the following six domains: 
 
Domain Title Description 

1 Vision and Goals To promote student success, candidates will 
demonstrate the ability to guide the development and 
implementation of a shared vision, mission and goals 
for the school and district. 

2 Instructional Leadership To promote student success, candidates will 
demonstrate ability to engage with teachers, research 
and data to promote a school culture and instructional 
program that fosters student learning and staff 
professional growth.  

   7 South Dakota Department of Education, “South Dakota Principal Effectiveness Handbook,” accessed 20 August 
2014, http://doe.sd.gov/oatq/documents/Principal.docx, 9. 
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3 Operations & Resources To promote student success, candidates will 
demonstrate the ability to efficiently and productively 
manage operations and resources such as human 
capital, time and funding.  

4 School, Student & Staff 
Safety 

To promote student success, candidates will 
demonstrate the ability to create a physically, 
emotionally and cognitively inclusive and safe learning 
environment for students, staff and community.  

5 School & Community 
Relationships 

To promote student success, candidates will 
demonstrate the ability to foster relationships by 
collaborating, seeking input and communicating with 
all school and community members.  

6 Ethical & Cultural 
Leadership 

To promote student success, candidates will 
demonstrate the ability to provide ethical, skilled and 
inclusive leadership. 

 
B. What national instruments (examinations) are available to measure individual 

student achievement in this field? 
 The Educational Testing Service (ETS) has a test for “Educational Leadership: 
Administration and Supervision.” However, the South Dakota Department of Education does not 
require this test as part of principal licensure and thus it is not a requirement of the proposed 
Principal Preparation Program. 
 

C. How will mastery by individual students be demonstrated? Describe the specific 
examinations or processes to be used. This is to include external measures.8 What 
will be the consequences for students who do not demonstrate mastery? 

 The curriculum for the Principal Preparation Program is rigorous. The program will 
employ a highly selective admission process to increase the quality of the candidate pool, 
including prior academic achievement, nominations from PK-12 partners, interviews, disposition 
assessment, and personal statements. 
 The program requires candidates to demonstrate proficiency of required competencies 
each semester as well as completing a capstone project to graduate. The curriculum includes a 
series of assessments that align to the stated proficiencies; each proficiency has a minimum of 
one or more assessments that demonstrate the candidate’s mastery. Candidates will submit their 
work to the instructor of record or their field instructor(s) (existing PK-12 leaders and 
practitioners) who in turn determine if the student has reached proficiency status or provide 
sufficient feedback for the student to revise the work until it meets standards. If a student fails to 
demonstrate mastery of a stated proficiency, the student will not continue in the program. At 
each stage of competency, students will prepare and submit “artifacts” that demonstrate their 
mastery; “artifacts” include documents, materials, strategies, and other information 
demonstrating performance relative to standards of professional practice supporting a principal’s 

8 What national examination, externally evaluated portfolio or student activity, etc will be used to verify that 
individuals have attained a high level of competence and identify those who need additional work? 
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day-to-day work (e.g., a school improvement plan, a master schedule, teacher evaluation reports, 
etc.). 
 Additionally, students will submit a capstone project at the completion of the program 
providing evidence of required proficiencies (the capstone relates directly to proficiencies stated 
within the South Dakota Department of Education’s Core Competencies for Principals). A 
committee comprised of faculty and practicing principals and superintendents will review 
capstone projects. Completion of the Principal Preparation Program is dependent upon successful 
completion of the capstone project. 

 
4. What instructional approaches and technologies will be used to teach courses in the 

program? This refers to the instructional technologies used to teach courses and NOT 
the technology applications students are expected to learn. 

 Given that most students in the Principal Preparation Program are expected to be working 
professionals and the proposed program is a shared endeavor between BHSU, NSU, SDSU and 
USD, the program will utilize a blended/hybrid delivery method. The blended/hybrid delivery 
method will allow students to learn theory and practice in classroom and independent settings as 
well as receiving opportunities to apply their learning in field exercises at partner school 
districts. The program will also function under a closed cohort model, meaning that new students 
join the program only when the previous cohort finishes a set sequence of courses and learning 
objectives. The closed cohort model allows for focused, intensive instruction and as well as the 
development of professional relationships that exist beyond the duration of the program. 

 The blended/hybrid delivery method will include: 
 

●Face-to-face sessions and workshop meetings between the full cohort and their 
university instructor of record for the semester. Cohorts will meet at a central location for 
the designated amount of time (varying depending on each semester of the program), 
periodically working with mentor principals and clinical faculty who will supervise the 
students during their fieldwork. The location of face-to-face instruction may change for 
each cohort depending on the needs and home locations of cohort members, including 
meetings at participating Regental campuses as well as university centers. Face-to-face 
learning will include cohort/instructor discussion, analyzing case studies, and effective 
use of role-play scenarios. 
 
●Online learning through the System’s Desire 2 Learn (D2L) platform, including active 
use of discussion boards and peer feedback, lectures, presentations, and team projects. 
 
●Opportunities for students to engage in independent study and fieldwork (defined as 
opportunities to work within partner schools or with partner school administrators), 
including extensive reading and research activities, creation of problem-solving action 
plans with their fieldwork instructors, and the presentation of authentic challenges facing 
today’s principals. 
 
●Demonstration of student mastery of core competencies through the compilation of 
evidence, projects, and artifacts used in a final capstone project. 
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5. Did the University engage any developmental consultants9 to assist with the 
development of the curriculum? Were any professional or accrediting associations 
consulted during the development of the curriculum? What were the contributions 
of the consultants and associations to the development of curriculum? See also 
section 11 below. 

 Yes, the collaborating universities and the Board of Regents engaged a variety of experts 
and consultants to assist with the development of the program.  

 The workgroup that designed the program and curriculum included the Deans of 
Education from the four campuses, education administration faculty from each school, principals 
of several local schools (including the South Dakota Principal of the Year), one school district 
superintendent, one district administrator, and a representative of the South Dakota Department 
of Education. Two consultants working for the Board of Regents aided the workgroup, former 
South Dakota Secretary of Education Rick Melmer and retired educator Jim Parry. In addition, 
the workgroup received financial support from the Bush Foundation of St. Paul, Minnesota, and 
planning assistance from their consultants, FHI 360.  

 The consultants provided research and knowledge about best practices in university-
based and independent leadership development programs, provided case studies from other states 
undergoing similar processes, and shared information about high quality and innovative 
programs from which the group might learn. The consultants also supported the workgroups 
efforts in making site visits to model programs to evaluate different approaches for developing 
school principals. Consultants also served as facilitators for the workgroup in developing the 
program’s curriculum after receiving direction from the Board of Regents. This included process 
included reviewing related research and stakeholder input, reviewing national and South Dakota 
standards, developing competencies for program assessment, developing learning outcomes for 
students, and designing courses and field assignments. 
 
 

6. Are students in the program expected to be new to the university, redirected from 
other programs or both? Complete the table and explain how the estimates were 
developed. 

 The collaborating institutions expect a combination of new students and those redirected 
from existing programs. Students redirected from other programs include current PK-12 teaching 
professionals who desire principal certification currently enrolled in existing graduate programs 
at NSU, SDSU, and USD.  

9 Developmental consultants are experts in the discipline are hired by the university to assist with the development 
of a new program (content, courses, experiences, etc). Universities are encouraged to discuss the selection of 
developmental consultants with Board staff. See section 11 below. 
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 Fiscal Years* 
 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 

Estimates FY16 FY17 FY18 FY19 
Students new to the university 15 15 15 15 
Students from other university programs 5 5 5 5 
Students continuing in the program 0 20 20 20 

= Total students in the program (fall) 20 40 40 40 
Program credit hours (major courses)** 420 840 840 840 
Graduates 0 20 20 20 
* Do not include current fiscal year. 
** This is the total number of credit hours generated by students in the program in the required or 
elective program courses. The same numbers are used in Appendix B – Budget. 

 This selective program will draw new students to the universities in addition to recruiting 
students who otherwise would enroll in the existing related programs in the Regental System 
(M.S.Ed.in Leadership and Administration at NSU, M.Ed. in Educational Leadership at SDSU, 
and M.A. in Educational Leadership at USD). The participating institutions expect to draw 
considerable interest from current PK-12 teachers transitioning to administration as program 
completion leads to principal licensure. Enrollment estimates for the Principal Preparation 
Program are based on participation in the existing related programs at NSU, SDSU, and USD; 
these programs combined to produce 115 graduates in 2013. Initial cohorts of 20-25 students are 
expected with the potential for growth in future years. 
 

7. If program accreditation is available, identify the organization and explain whether 
accreditation is required or optional, the resources required, and the University’s 
plans concerning the accreditation of this program. 

 The accreditation process for related programs is currently undergoing revision due to 
consolidation of the National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCATE) and the 
Teacher Education Accreditation Council (TEAC) into a single entity known as the Council for 
the Accreditation of Educator Preparation (CAEP). CAEP is currently under review for 
recognition by both the Council for Higher Education Accreditation (CHEA) and the U.S. 
Department of Education (USDOE). However, the Principal Preparation Program will follow the 
accreditation guidelines published by CAEP with plans for accreditation after CAEP receives 
CHEA and USDOE approval. In addition, the Principal Preparation Program will also follow the 
standards of the Educational Leadership Constituent Council (ELCC) as required by the South 
Dakota Department of Education for master’s of education programs leading to principal 
certification as stated in South Dakota Administrative Rule  24:53:08.10 
 

8. Does the University request any exceptions to any Board policy for this program? 
Explain any requests for exceptions to Board Policy. If no exceptions are requested, 
enter “None.” 
None. 
 

   10 South Dakota Legislature, “24:53:08:01. Preschool through grade 12, preschool through grade eight, or grade 7 
through grade 12 principal program,” accessed 9 September 2014, 
http://legis.sd.gov/rules/DisplayRule.aspx?Rule=24:53:08:01. 
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9. Program Delivery 
A. Does the University request authorization to deliver this entire program at any off-

campus locations? If yes, list location(s) and intended start date(s). 
 Yes, the location of face-to-face cohort meetings may move between campuses and the 

Capital University Center in Pierre depending on the home locations of cohort members. Thus, 
the four collaborating universities (BHSU, NSU, SDSU, USD) request authorization to deliver 
the program at the Capital University Center in Pierre. 

 
B. Does the University request authorization to deliver this entire program by distance 

technology? If yes, identify delivery method(s) and intended start date(s). 
No. 
 

C. Include off-campus tuition and site or delivery costs in the next section and in 
Appendix B. If off-campus or distance delivery authorization is not requested, enter 
“None.” 

 
10. Costs, Budget and Resources 
A. Explain the amount and source(s) of any one-time and continuing investments in 

personnel, professional development, release time, time redirected from other 
assignments, instructional technology & software, other O&M, facilities, etc needed 
to implement the proposed program. Address off-campus or distance delivery 
separately. 

 The budget model presented in Appendix B includes continuing investment in one FTE 
(a full-time program director) and one new part-time adjunct per cohort (a current PK-12 
principal, superintendent, or other PK-12 administrative practitioner). The budget model 
suggests the program as sustainable after the second year. Budget shortfalls in the first year will 
either be filled by external grant funding or redirections from the participating universities. See 
Appendix B. 
 

B. Complete Appendix B -- Budget and Resources.  Table 1 and 2 should be provided 
to support BOR staff analysis. 

 
 

11. Board Policy 2:1: “Proposals for new graduate programs shall be evaluated by 
independent consultants retained by the Board.”  Provide the names, telephone 
numbers, and URLs of professional organizations, accrediting bodies, and journals 
(editors) who may be able to assist the Board staff with the identification of 
consultants. 

 The Executive Director waived the external review. The Board of Regents received 
updates on the two-year planning process for the program at the April 2014 and August 2014 
meetings. 
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http://www.sdbor.edu/theboard/agenda/2014/April/25.pdf
http://www.sdbor.edu/theboard/agenda/2014/August/11_G_BOR0814.pdf


12. Additional Information. Additional information is optional. Use this space for 
information not requested above.  Limit the number and length of additional attachments.  
Identify with capital letters.  Letters of support are not necessary and are rarely included 
with Board materials.  In some cases, response to questions from the Board or the 
Executive Director may be provided as appendixes to the original proposal.  This item 
may be deleted if it is not used. 

 
Given the unique nature of the program, drafts of extended course descriptions are provided 

in Appendix C. 
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BHSU, NSU, USD, SDSU
M.Ed. in Principal Preparation

Appendix A

Appendix A

Individual Student Outcome EDAD 714* EDAD 726* EDAD 738* EDAD 744* EDAD 756* EDAD 768*
 Domain 1 - To promote student success candidates will 
demonstrate the ability to guide the development and 
implementation of a shared vision, mission and goals for the 
school and district. X X X X

Domain 2 – To promote student success candidates will 
demonstrate the ability to engage with staff, research and 
data to promote a school culture and instructional program 
that fosters student learning and staff professional growth. X X X
Domain 3 – To promote student success candidates will 
demonstrate the ability to efficiently and productively 
manage operations and resources such as human capital, 
time and funding.  X X X
Domain 4 – To promote student success for candidates will 
demonstrate the ability to create a physically, emotionally 
and cognitively inclusive and safe learning environment for 
students, staff and community.  X X X X X
Domain 5 – To promote student success, candidates will 
demonstrate the ability to foster relationships by 
collaborating, seeking, input and communicating with all 
school and community members. X X X X
Domain 6 – To promote student success, candidates will 
demonstrate the ability to provide ethical and inclusive 
leadership. X X X

Individual Student Outcomes and Program Courses

List specific individual student outcomes—knowledge and competencies—in each row. Label each column with a course 
prefix and number. Indicate required courses with an asterisk (*). Indicate with an X the courses that will provide the student 
with an opportunity to acquire the knowledge or competency listed in the row. All students should acquire the program 
knowledge and competencies regardless of the electives selected. Modify the table as necessary to provide the requested 
information for the proposed program.

Program Courses that Address the Outcomes

Forms--AppenA-Outcomes (10) 10/30/2014, 3:26 PM
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Appendix B
Budget & Resources

ATTACHMENT I  

BHSU, NSU, SDSU, USD, M.Ed. in Principal Preparation

1. Assumptions 1st 2nd 3rd 4th
Headcount & hours from proposal FY16 FY17 FY18 FY19
Fall headcount (see table in proposal) 20 40 40 40
Program FY cr hrs, State-Support 0 0 0 0
Program FY cr hrs, Self-Support 340 680 680 680

Faculty, Regular FTE See p. 2 0.75 1.50 1.50 1.50
Faculty Salary & Benefits, average See p. 2 $35,806 $35,806 $35,806 $35,806

Faculty, Adjunct - number of courses See p. 2 1 1 1 1
Faculty, Adjunct - per course See p. 2 $20,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000

Other FTE (see next page) See p. 2 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
Other Salary & Benefits, average See p. 2 $71,612 $71,612 $71,612 $71,612

2. Budget
Salary & Benefits

Faculty, Regular $26,854 $53,708 $53,708 $53,708
Faculty, Adjunct (rate x number of courses) $20,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000
Other FTE $71,612 $71,612 $71,612 $71,612

S&B Subtotal $118,466 $165,320 $165,320 $165,320
Operating Expenses

Travel $3,000 $6,000 $6,300 $6,615
Contractual Services $15,706 $16,491 $17,316 $18,182
Supplies & materials $16,500 $16,500 $17,500 $17,500
Capital equipment $3,000 $0 $3,000 $0

OE Subtotal $38,206 $38,991 $44,116 $42,297
Total $156,672 $204,311 $209,436 $207,617

3. Program Resources
SELF-support tuition/hr, net of HEF GR $388.25 $388.25 $388.25 $388.25

Self-support tuition revenue hrs x amt $132,005 $264,010 $264,010 $264,010

STATE-support tuition/hr, net of HEFF GR $161.48 $161.48 $161.48 $161.48
State-support tuition revenue hrs x amt $0 $0 $0 $0

Program fee, per cr hr (if any) $0.00 $0 $0 $0 $0
Delivery fee, per cr hr (if any) $0.00 $0 $0 $0 $0
University redirections $0 $0 $0 $0
Community/Employers $0 $0 $0 $0
Grants/Donations/Other $0 $0 $0 $0

Total Resources $132,005 $264,010 $264,010 $264,010

Copy of MEd PrincipalPrep AppendixB (2nd Draft) 10/30/2014, 11:32 AM
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Appendix B
Budget & Resources

ATTACHMENT I  

BHSU, NSU, SDSU, USD, M.Ed. in Principal Preparation

Resources Over (Under) Budget ($24,667) $59,699 $54,574 $56,393
Provide a summary of the program costs and resources in the new program proposal.

Copy of MEd PrincipalPrep AppendixB (2nd Draft) 10/30/2014, 11:32 AM
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Appendix B
Budget & Resources

ATTACHMENT I  

BHSU, NSU, SDSU, USD, M.Ed. in Principal Preparation

Estimated Salary & Benefits per FTE Faculty Other
Estimated salary (average) - explain below $55,142 $55,142

University's variable benefits rate (see below) 0.1423 0.1423
Variable benefits $7,847 $7,847 
Health insurance/FTE, FY13 $8,622 $8,622 

Average S&B $71,611 $71,611

Explain faculty used to develop the average salary & fiscal year salaries used. Enter amount above.

Explain adjunct faculty costs used in table: 

Explain other [for example, CSA or exempt] salary & benefits. Enter amount above.

Summarize the operating expenses shown in the table:

Summarize resources available to support the new program (redirection, donations, grants, etc).
Participating institutions are preparing grant requests projected to cover first year operating shortfalls.

The FY15 salary of 1 person in the SDSU Education department was averaged.

Adjunct faculty costs respresent the amount anticpated in providing compensation for PK-12 principals 
mentors to students in the program.

The program anticipates a sustainable operating budget after the completion of the first cohort.

Copy of MEd PrincipalPrep AppendixB (2nd Draft) 10/30/2014, 11:32 AM
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Appendix B
Budget & Resources

ATTACHMENT I  

BHSU, NSU, SDSU, USD, M.Ed. in Principal Preparation

State-support: Change cell on page 1 to use the UG or GR net amount.
Self-Support Tuition, HEFF & Net FY15 Rate HEFF Net

Undergraduate $312.90 $26.60 $286.30 Change cell on page 1
Graduate $414.85 $26.60 $388.25
Externally Supported $40.00

State-support: Change cell on page 1 to use the UG or GR net amount for your university.
State-Support Tuition, HEFF & Net FY15 Rate HEFF Net

Undergraduate - BHSU, DSU, NSU $133.10 $26.62 $106.48 Change cell on page 1
Undergraduate - SDSMT, SDSU, USD $138.80 $27.76 $111.04 to point to your net.

Graduate - BHSU, DSU, NSU $201.85 $40.37 $161.48 Change cell on page 1
Graduate - SDSMT, SDSU, USD $210.40 $42.08 $168.32 to point to your net.

Variable Benefits Rates
University FY15

BHSU 14.23% Change the benefits rate cell in the table
DSU 13.85% on page 2 to point to the rate for your
NSU 13.92% university.
SDSM&T 13.89%
SDSU 14.04%
USD 13.90%

Copy of MEd PrincipalPrep AppendixB (2nd Draft) 10/30/2014, 11:32 AM
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SD PK-12 
Principal Preparation Program 

Summer 2015 
 

Title:  Personal Awareness and Development  
 
   

Courses: EDAD 714 
 

Stage 1-  Learning Outcomes 
Established Goals:  
Personal Awareness/Development 
Cohort Development 
Program Introduction/Expectations 
Establish clear understanding of roles of a rural principal 
Candidates Will Know and be Able to… 
 

 Understand the importance of a shared vision to the work of a transformational leader. 
 Understand and articulate personal vision/purpose for education and leadership. 
 Review and refine their vision/purpose for education and leadership. 
 Understand the multiple instructional roles and responsibilities of a rural leader. 
 Understand facilitation, conflict resolution, and listening skills. 
 Investigate and analyze the impact of traditions, artifacts, symbols, values and norms of the school and 

community. 
 Understand the opportunities and the need for being a leader in the community. 
 Understand and model behavior consistent with the South Dakota Code of Ethics for professional 

educators. 
 Appreciate the need for developing the resiliency to uphold core values and persist in the face of 

adversity. 
 Be introduced to South Dakota Standards and Principal Evaluation 

 
Stage 2-  Assessment/Portfolio Development 

Performance Tasks: 
Course Based: 
 

 Develop individual leadership plan that is 
reflective of SD Principal Effectiveness 
Standards, builds from individual strengths 
and addresses developmental needs. 

 Participate in self/ and 360 degree leadership 
assessment. 

 Develop self-governance guidelines that help 
candidates understand the conceptual 
framework of the program and know what is 
expected. 

 Identify the multiple roles of rural principal. 

Other Evidence: 
Field Based + Individual:  
 

 Begin watching Teachscape/Danielson videos. 
 Support principal in preparation to open the 

school year. 
 Develop an internship plan with mentor for the 

Fall Semester. 
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 Distinguish vision/mission/goals. 
 Articulate individual vision/purpose for 

education and leadership. Articulate core 
values. 

 Develop a plan to investigate the traditions, 
artifacts, symbols, values and norms of the 
school and community. 

 Introduction to SD Principal Effectiveness 
Standards: Articulate understanding that the 
candidate will be evaluated by, and the course 
outcomes are aligned, to these standards. 

 
 

Standards 
 

ELCC Standards: 1.0, 4.0, 5.0, 6.0, 7.0 SD Standards: 1, 4, 5, 6 

Standard 1.0: A building-level education leader applies 
knowledge that promotes the success of every student by 
collaboratively facilitating the development, articulation, 
implementation, and stewardship of a shared school vision 
of learning through the collection and use of data to 
identify school goals, assess organizational effectiveness, 
and implement school plans to achieve school goals; 
promotion of continual and sustainable school 
improvement; and evaluation of school progress and 
revision of school plans supported by school-based 
stakeholders.   
 

Standard 1. Vision & Goals  
To promote student success, principals guide the 
development and implementation of a shared vision, 
mission and goals for the school 

Standard 4.0: A building-level education leader applies 
knowledge that promotes the success of every student by 
collaborating with faculty and community members, 
responding to diverse community interests and needs, and 
mobilizing community resources on behalf of the school by 
collecting and analyzing information pertinent to 
improvement of the school’s educational environment; 
promoting an understanding, appreciation, and use of the 
diverse cultural, social, and intellectual resources within the 
school community; building and sustaining positive school 
relationships with families and caregivers; and cultivating 
productive school relationships with community partners. 
 

Standard 4. School, Student and Staff Safety 
To promote student success, principals create a physically, 
emotionally, cognitively, and culturally safe learning 
environment for students and staff. 
 

Standard 5.0: A building-level education leader applies 
knowledge that promotes the success of every student by 
acting with integrity, fairness, and in an ethical manner to 
ensure a school system of accountability for every student’s 
academic and social success by modeling school principles 
of self-awareness, reflective practice, transparency, and 
ethical behavior as related to their roles within the school; 
safeguarding the values of democracy, equity, and diversity 
within the school; evaluating the potential moral and legal 
consequences of decision making in the school; and 

Standard 5. School and Community Relationships 
To promote student success, principals foster relationships 
by collaborating, seeking input and communicating with all 
school and community stakeholders.   
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promoting social justice within the  
school to ensure that individual student needs inform all 
aspects of schooling. 
 
Standard 6.0: A building-level education leader applies 
knowledge that promotes the success of every student by 
understanding, responding to, and influencing the larger 
political, social, economic, legal, and cultural context 
through advocating for school students, families, and 
caregivers; acting to influence local, district, state, and 
national decisions affecting student learning in a school 
environment; and anticipating and assessing emerging 
trends and initiatives in order to adapt school-based 
leadership strategies. 
 

Standard 6. Ethical and Cultural Leadership 
To promote student success, principals provide ethical, 
cultural and skilled leadership. 
 

Standard 7.0: Internship. A building-level education leader 
applies knowledge that promotes the success of every 
student through a substantial and sustained educational 
leadership internship experience that has school-based field 
experiences and clinical internship practice within a school 
setting and is monitored by a qualified, on-site mentor. 
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SD Principal Preparation Program 
PK-12 

Fall 2015 
 

Title:  Instructional Leadership:  Teaching and          
Learning 

 

 
Courses: EDAD 726 

 
Stage 1-  Learning Outcomes 

Established Goals:  
Building an instructional program that fosters student learning and staff/ professional growth. 

Candidates will Know and be Able to …  
 

 Demonstrate knowledge of best practices and technologies in curriculum, instruction, and formative and 
summative assessment. 

 Analyze the alignment of the vision, mission and goals of a school and district. 
 Acquire coaching skills to examine and improve teacher practice. 
 Facilitate the development of individualized plans for the continuous growth of staff.  
 Gather and analyze data to assess the school climate, student achievement and professional development 
needs. 

 Research and apply principles of adult learning theory for professional development. 
 Understand and plan strategies for distributive leadership. 
 Analyze school schedules that promote high quality instruction and student learning.  
 Understand federal, state and local laws, policies and procedures and their application to instruction. 
 Analyze the multiple instructional roles and responsibilities of a rural leader. 
 Practice facilitation, conflict resolution and listening skills. 

 
 

Stage 2-  Assessment/Portfolio Development 
Performance Tasks and Assessments: 
Course-Based: 
 

 Development of vision/mission/goals through 
participation in a case-study. 

 Identification of research-based and 
contextually appropriate resources available 
for the development of curriculum and 
integration of standards. 

 Articulate the processes to select and adopt 
new instructional materials and resources. 

 Conduct observation and supervision cycle in 
simulation including a plan for teacher 
professional development. 

 Review and present case study utilizing data 

Performance Tasks and Assessments: 
Field-Based + Individual: 
 

 Analysis of evidence of alignment or lack of 
alignment between school practice and 
environment with school’s articulated 
vision/mission/goals. 

 Investigate processes for curriculum adoption 
and implementation in the school and district. 

 Support principal through observation and 
supervision cycle, including the development of 
individual teacher professional development 
plans; collect and analyze evidence. 

 Collect and present analysis of data and 
artifacts supporting school improvement plan. 
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to assess school climate, student achievement 
and professional development needs.  

 Analyze professional development for 
alignment with adult learning theory. 

 Generate strategies for distributive leadership. 
 Analyze school schedules at all levels against 

school goals and research-based practices. 
 Identify relationships between schools and 

federal and state laws, rules, regulations and 
policies. 

 Practice facilitation, listening skills and 
conflict resolution. 

 Model effective teaching strategies. 
 
 
 

 Implement one distributive leadership strategy. 
  
 Interview district official responsible for 

curriculum and summarize curriculum adoption 
cycle. 

 Create annual calendar of events. 

Standards 

ELCC Standards: 
 

SD Standards: 
 

Standard 1.0: A building-level education leader applies 
knowledge that promotes the success of every student by 
collaboratively facilitating the development, articulation,  
implementation, and stewardship of a shared school vision 
of learning through the collection and use of data to 
identify school goals, assess organizational effectiveness, 
and implement school plans to achieve school goals; 
promotion of continual and sustainable school 
improvement; and evaluation of school progress and 
revision of school plans supported by school-based 
stakeholders.   
 

Standard 2. Instructional Leadership 
To promote student success, principals engage with 
teachers, research and data to promote a school culture 
and instructional program that fosters student learning and 
staff professional growth.   
 

Standard 2.0: A building-level education leader applies 
knowledge that promotes the success of every student by 
sustaining a school culture and instructional program 
conducive to student learning through collaboration, trust, 
and a personalized learning environment with high 
expectations for students; creating and evaluating a 
comprehensive, rigorous and coherent curricular and 
instructional school program; developing and supervising 
the instructional and leadership capacity of school staff; 
and promoting the most effective and appropriate 
technologies to support teaching and learning within a 
school environment.  
 

Standard 3. Operations & Resources 
To promote student success, principals efficiently and 
productively manage operations and resources such as 
human capital, time and funding.    
 

Standard 3.0: A building-level education leader applies 
knowledge that promotes the success of every student by 
ensuring the management of the school organization, 
operation, and resources through monitoring and 
evaluating the school management and operational 
systems; efficiently using human, fiscal, and technological 
resources in a school environment; promoting and 

Standard 4. School, Student and Staff Safety 
To promote student success, principals create a 
physically, emotionally, cognitively, and culturally safe 
learning environment for students and staff. 
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protecting the welfare and safety of school students and 
staff; developing school capacity for distributed 
leadership; and ensuring that teacher and organizational 
time is focused to support high-quality instruction and 
student learning. 
 
Standard 4.0: A building-level education leader applies 
knowledge that promotes the success of every student by 
collaborating with faculty and community members, 
responding to diverse community interests and needs, and 
mobilizing community resources on behalf of the school 
by collecting and analyzing information pertinent to 
improvement of the school’s educational environment; 
promoting an understanding, appreciation, and use of the 
diverse cultural, social, and intellectual resources within 
the school community; building and sustaining positive 
school relationships with families and caregivers; and 
cultivating productive school relationships with 
community partners.  
 

Standard 5. School and Community Relationships 
To promote student success, principals foster relationships 
by collaborating, seeking input and communicating with 
all school and community stakeholders.   
 

Standard 6.0: A building-level education leader applies 
knowledge that promotes the success of every student by 
understanding, responding to, and influencing the larger 
political, social, economic, legal, and cultural context 
through advocating for school  
students, families, and caregivers; acting to influence 
local, district, state, and national decisions affecting 
student learning in a school environment; and anticipating 
and assessing emerging trends and initiatives in order to 
adapt school-based leadership strategies. 
 

Standard 6. Ethical and Cultural Leadership 
To promote student success, principals provide ethical, 
cultural and skilled leadership. 
 

Standard 7.0: Internship. A building-level education 
leader applies knowledge that promotes the success of 
every student through a substantial and sustained 
educational leadership internship experience that has 
school-based field experiences and clinical internship 
practice within a school setting and is monitored by a 
qualified, on-site mentor.  
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SD Principal Preparation Program 
PK-12 

Spring 2016 
 

Title:  Creating a Safe and Inclusive School 
Environment 

 

 
Courses: EDAD 738 

 
Stage 1-  Learning Outcomes 

Established Goals:  
School Safety 
Inclusiveness 
 
Candidates will Know and be Able to …  
 

 Develop human resource skills in recruiting, hiring, supervising and evaluating staff. 
 Understand and investigate efficient management of human, fiscal, physical and technological resources 

within the school. 
 Demonstrate an understanding of federal, state and local laws, policies and procedures that impact 

school operations. 
 Create school schedules that promote high quality instruction and student learning. 
 Utilize data to analyze policies and procedures that relate to school safety and inclusiveness. 
 Develop clear and consistent expectations regarding school climate for students, staff, and community.  
 Examine fair, effective and supportive policies and practices in establishing student behavior 

management, school safety and inclusiveness. 
 Understand the multiple instructional roles and responsibilities of a rural leader. 
 Demonstrate facilitation, listening and conflict resolution skills. 

 
 
 

Stage 2-  Assessment/Portfolio Development 
Performance Tasks and Assessments: 
Course-Based: 
 

 Investigate and formulate plan that supports 
the effective building of an inclusive school 
climate and culture. 

 Identify school-wide behavior management 
strategies. 

 Demonstrate effective behavior management 
interventions. 

 Create position statement and hiring process 
in alignment with the school vision. 

 Investigate procedures and resources for 
hiring, orientating, and supporting new staff. 

Performance Tasks and Assessments: 
Field-Based + Individual: 
 

 Conduct and analyze climate assessment and 
communicate results to stakeholders.  

 Collaborate with school community members to 
develop strategy for strengthening school 
climate and culture, with attention to 
inclusiveness and safety for all community 
members. 

 Critique school and student handbooks for fair, 
effective, and supportive policies and practices 
regarding school climate, behavior and 
expectations. 
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 Explain relationships among federal, state and 
local resources and the school and district 
budget. 

 Evaluate district procedures, policies, and 
negotiated agreements for compliance with 
state, federal, and local laws, rules and 
regulations.  

 Investigate processes and technologies to 
create schedules for schools at elementary and 
secondary levels.   

 Create and contrast elementary and secondary 
schedules. 

 Investigate use of data warehouse. 
 
( 

 Collect and compile data related to school 
safety issues 

 Participate in recruitment and selection of staff. 
 Participate in observation and evaluation 

process. 
 Attend school board meeting and reflect on 

fiscal and physical matters. 
 Attend administrative meetings related to 

budget issues. 
 Participate in creation of elementary and 

secondary school schedules and student 
placement process. 

 Conduct data investigations using warehouse 
system. Assist mentor and SPED Director to 
prepare for IEP/504 and evaluation meetings. 

 Continue development of annual calendar of 
events.  

 
Standards 

  
ELCC Standards SD Standards 

 
Standard 2.0: A building-level education leader applies 
knowledge that promotes the success of every student by 
sustaining a school culture and instructional program  
conducive to student learning through collaboration, trust, 
and a personalized learning environment with high 
expectations for students; creating and evaluating a 
comprehensive, rigorous and coherent curricular and 
instructional school program; developing and supervising 
the instructional and leadership capacity of school staff; 
and promoting the most effective and appropriate 
technologies to support teaching and learning within a 
school environment. 
 

Standard 2. Instructional Leadership 
To promote student success, principals engage with 
teachers, research and data to promote a school culture 
and instructional program that fosters student learning and 
staff professional growth.   
 

Standard 3.0: A building-level education leader applies 
knowledge that promotes the success of every student by 
ensuring the management of the school organization, 
operation, and resources through monitoring and 
evaluating the school management and operational 
systems; efficiently using human, fiscal, and technological 
resources in a school environment; promoting and 
protecting the welfare and safety of school students and 
staff; developing school capacity for distributed 
leadership; and ensuring that teacher and organizational 
time is focused to support high-quality instruction and 
student learning. 
 

Standard 3. Operations & Resources 
To promote student success, principals efficiently and 
productively manage operations and resources such as 
human capital, time and funding.    
 

Standard 5.0: A building-level education leader applies 
knowledge that promotes the success of every student by 

Standard 4. School, Student and Staff Safety 
To promote student success, principals create a 
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acting with integrity, fairness, and in an ethical manner to  
ensure a school system of accountability for every 
student’s academic and social success by modeling school 
principles of self-awareness, reflective practice, 
transparency, and ethical behavior as related to their roles 
within the school; safeguarding the values of democracy, 
equity, and diversity within the school; evaluating the 
potential moral and legal consequences of decision 
making in the school; and promoting social justice within 
the school to ensure that individual student needs inform 
all aspects of schooling. 
 

physically, emotionally, cognitively, and culturally safe 
learning environment for students and staff. 
 

Standard 6.0: A building-level education leader applies 
knowledge that promotes the success of every student by 
understanding, responding to, and influencing the larger 
political, social, economic, legal, and cultural context 
through advocating for school students, families, and 
caregivers; acting to influence local, district, state, and 
national decisions affecting student learning in a school 
environment; and anticipating and assessing emerging 
trends and initiatives in order to adapt school-based 
leadership strategies. 
 

 

Standard 7.0: Internship. A building-level education 
leader applies knowledge that promotes the success of 
every student through a substantial and sustained 
educational leadership internship experience that has 
school-based field experiences and clinical internship 
practice within a school setting and is monitored by a 
qualified, on-site mentor. 
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SD Principal Preparation Program 
PK-12 

Summer 2016 
 

Title:  Communicating and Leading Change 
 
Courses: EDAD 744 

 

 

Stage 1-  Learning Outcomes 
Established Goals:  
Communication and Advocacy Skills 
Change Management 
Interpersonal Reflection on Progress 
 
 
Candidates Will Know and be Able to …  
 

 Communicate clear and consistent expectations to students, staff and the community. 
 Demonstrate advocacy skills to promote the establishment of a safe and inclusive environment for 

students, staff and community. 
 Understand and plan strategies for distributed leadership. 
 Investigate theories of managing change. 
 Understand and plan strategies for leading, managing and evaluating change. 
 Review and refine individual vision/purpose for education and leadership. 
 Understanding models of decision making. 

 
 

Stage 2-  Assessment/Portfolio Development 
Performance Tasks and Assessments: 
Course-Based: 
 

 Participate in in-basket/role play on written 
and oral communications around school-
based problems of practice. 

 Role play courageous conversations with 
students, staff, and community based on real 
world scenarios from candidates’ schools. 

 Participate in case-study and role-play oral 
and written advocacy scenarios. 

  
 Conduct a data-based needs assessment and 

plan leading an instructional change project 
with mentor. 

 Compare and contrast theories of managing 
change. 

 

Performance Tasks and Assessments: 
Field-Based: 
 

 Revisit results of 360 leadership assessment and 
individual vision/purpose for education and 
leadership. 

 Participate in post-school year and pre-school 
year planning with mentor at different school 
level. 

 Complete Danielson evaluator certification. 
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Standards 
ELCC Standards: 5, 6, 7  State Standards: 1, 5 

Standard 5.0: A building-level education leader applies 
knowledge that promotes the success of every student by 
acting with integrity, fairness, and in an ethical manner to  
ensure a school system of accountability for every student’s 
academic and social success by modeling school principles 
of self-awareness, reflective practice, transparency, and 
ethical behavior as related to their roles within the school; 
safeguarding the values of democracy, equity, and diversity 
within the school; evaluating the potential moral and legal 
consequences of decision making in the school; and 
promoting social justice within the school to ensure that 
individual student needs inform all aspects of schooling. 
 

Standard 1. Vision & Goals  
To promote student success, principals guide the 
development and implementation of a shared vision, 
mission and goals for the school.  
 

Standard 6.0: A building-level education leader applies 
knowledge that promotes the success of every student by 
understanding, responding to, and influencing the larger 
political, social, economic, legal, and cultural context 
through advocating for school students, families, and 
caregivers; acting to influence local, district, state, and 
national decisions affecting student learning in a school 
environment; and anticipating and assessing emerging 
trends and initiatives in order to adapt school-based 
leadership strategies.  
 
 

Standard 5. School and Community Relationships 
To promote student success, principals foster relationships 
by collaborating, seeking input and communicating with all 
school and community stakeholders.   
 

Standard 7.0: Internship. A building-level education leader 
applies knowledge that promotes the success of every 
student through a substantial and sustained educational 
leadership internship experience that has school-based field 
experiences and clinical internship practice within a school 
setting and is monitored by a qualified, on-site mentor. 
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SD Principal Preparation Program 
PK-12 

Fall 2016 
 

Title:  School & Community Relations 
 
Courses: EDAD 756 

 

 

Stage 1-  Learning Outcomes 
Established Goal: Shaping Culture and Leading Change in the School & Community 
 

Candidates will Know and be Able to …  
 

 Investigate and analyze the impact of traditions, artifacts, symbols, values and norms of the school and 
community. 

 Identify opportunities and serve as a leader in the community. 
 Demonstrate knowledge of community resources which can be accessed to support school safety and 

student success.  
 Understand the school community within the social, political, legal and economic contexts of the 

broader community as they relate to the goal of student success.  
 Develop effective relationships with a variety of community partners.  
 Analyze the alignment of the shared vision, mission and goals of a school and district and the extent to 

which they support high expectations for student learning and continuous improvement.   
 Develop procedural guidelines for the continual implementation of a shared school and district vision, 

mission and goals. 
 Understand the multiple roles and responsibilities of a rural leader.   
 Demonstrate strategic and effective facilitation, listening and conflict resolution skills. 
 Demonstrate the ability to gather and analyze qualitative and quantitative data to assess the climate, 

student achievement and professional needs of the school.   
 Understand, access and analyze data to inform the design of the shared vision, mission and goals of a 

school and district. 
 Collaboratively develop and implement a process for the creation of the shared vision, mission and 

goals of a school and district. 
 

 

Stage 2-  Assessments/Portfolio Development 
Performance Tasks and Assessments: 
Course-based: 
 

 Develop a statistical and cultural community 
profile / asset map. 

 Develop questions for a community member 
interview regarding the relationship with 
school and community needs. 

 Participate in a simulation to create 

Performance Tasks and Assessments 
Field-based: 
 

 Identify and interview community members 
including local media. 

 Identify and participate in community 
leadership role. 

 Attend community or local government agency 
meeting with superintendent. 
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vision/mission/goals. 
 Compare and contrast principals’ 

communication roles and plans including 
safety-related announcements. 

 Develop several authentic internal and 
external positive and negative communication 
pieces. 

 Produce presentation, including  data analysis, 
for school improvement planning. 

 Complete AdvancED training.   
 

 Analyze and evaluate the extent to which 
school/district vision/mission/goals are aligned 
with instructional goals and community profile. 

 Participate in school improvement planning. 
 Lead individual change project related to 

instructional improvement. 
 Participate in an AdvancED school 

accreditation visit. 
 
 

Standards 
ELCC Standards: 1.0, 4.0, 6.0, 7.0 SD Standards: 1, 4 

Standard 1.0: A building-level education leader applies 
knowledge that promotes the success of every student by 
collaboratively facilitating the development, articulation, 
implementation, and stewardship of a shared school vision 
of learning through the collection and use of data to 
identify school goals, assess organizational effectiveness, 
and implement school plans to achieve school goals; 
promotion of continual and sustainable school 
improvement; and evaluation of school progress and 
revision of school plans supported by school-based 
stakeholders.   
 

Standard 1. Vision & Goals  
To promote student success, principals guide the 
development and implementation of a shared vision, 
mission and goals for the school.  
 

Standard 4.0: A building-level education leader applies 
knowledge that promotes the success of every student by 
collaborating with faculty and community members, 
responding to diverse community interests and needs, and 
mobilizing community resources on behalf of the school by 
collecting and analyzing information pertinent to 
improvement of the school’s educational environment; 
promoting an understanding, appreciation, and use of the 
diverse cultural, social, and intellectual resources within the 
school community; building and sustaining positive school 
relationships with families and caregivers; and cultivating 
productive school relationships with community partners. 
 

Standard 4. School, Student and Staff Safety 
To promote student success, principals create a physically, 
emotionally, cognitively, and culturally safe learning 
environment for students and staff. 
 

Standard 6.0: A building-level education leader applies 
knowledge that promotes the success of every student by 
understanding, responding to, and influencing the larger 
political, social, economic, legal, and cultural context 
through advocating for school students, families, and 
caregivers; acting to influence local, district, state, and 
national decisions affecting student learning in a school 
environment; and anticipating and assessing emerging 
trends and initiatives in order to adapt school-based 
leadership strategies.  
  

 

Standard 7.0: Internship. A building-level education leader 
applies knowledge that promotes the success of every 
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student through a substantial and sustained educational 
leadership internship experience that has school-based field 
experiences and clinical internship practice within a school 
setting and is monitored by a qualified, on-site mentor. 
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SD Principal Preparation Program 
PK-12 

Spring 2017 
 

Title:  Ethical and Inclusive Leadership  
Clinical Leadership Capstone 
 

 

  Courses: EDAD 768 
Stage 1-  Learning Outcomes 

Established Goals:  
Model, Advocate, and Behave in a Way that Furthers Ethical, Democratic, and Inclusive Practice 
Demonstrate Achievement of all Competencies 
Prepare for Application for School Leadership Positions 
 
Candidates will Know and be Able to …   
 
Clinical Leadership Capstone 

 Articulate and guide the development of a vision for education and leadership.   
 Demonstrate improved teacher practice. 
 Demonstrate competency in the multiple roles and responsibilities of a rural leader.   
 Demonstrate competency in efficiently managing human, fiscal, physical and technological resources 

within the school. 
 Demonstrate competency in planning for a new academic term. 
 Demonstrate the ability to engage with staff, research and data to promote a safe and inclusive school 

culture that fosters student learning and professional growth. 
 Demonstrate effective and strategic communication and advocacy skills within the school and the 

broader school community. 
 

Ethical and Inclusive Leadership 
 Model and advocate behavior consistent with the South Dakota Code of Ethics for professional 

educators.  
 Model, advocate and be sensitive to democratic values, equity and diversity. 
 Model and advocate appreciation for and sensitivity to democratic value, equity and diversity. 
 Model and advocate for the relationship between social justice, school culture and school improvement. 
 Demonstrate resiliency in the face of adversity. 

 
Stage 2-  Assessment/Portfolio Development 
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Performance Tasks and Assessments: 
Course-Based: 
 
Ethical and Inclusive Leadership 

 Participate in case studies in 
moral/ethical/legal decision making. 

 Respond to presentations by Professional 
Practices Commission. 

 React to panel on confidentiality concerns and 
laws (lawyer, counselor, SPED director). 

 Provide a written response to in-basket ethical 
and inclusive dilemmas. 

 Develop interview questions related to 
moral/ethical/legal issues for activities 
directors. 

 Research and present on issue of social justice 
and education. 

 Create principal candidate job application 
packets. 

 Role-play interviews, including rural jobs and 
high-need communities. 

 Develop a line of inquiry including interview 
questions for a visit focused on a diverse 
educational setting. 

 
Capstone and Program Completion: 

 Demonstration of meeting the South Dakota 
Principal Competencies.  

 Evidence and justification/revision for 
improved student and teacher performance. 

 Individual growth plan and reflection on 
growth/challenges. 

 Develop 6 month entry plan. 
 
 

Performance Tasks and Assessments: 
Field-Based + Individual: 
 

 Attend School Law Seminar. 
 Spend a day with a leader in a diverse setting.  
 Interview an activities director. 
 Complete instruction-based change project. 
 Attend delegate assembly or local meeting with 

professional association. 
 Participate in visit and conduct interview in 

education setting with economically, racially, 
ethically or physically diverse students and 
families. 

 

Standards 
 

ELCC Standards Alignment:  South Dakota Standards Alignment:,6 
Standard 1.0: A building-level education leader applies 
knowledge that promotes the success of every student by 
collaboratively facilitating the development, articulation, 
implementation, and stewardship of a shared school vision 
of learning through the collection and use of data to 
identify school goals, assess organizational effectiveness, 
and implement school plans to achieve school goals; 
promotion of continual and sustainable school 
improvement; and evaluation of school progress and 
revision of school plans supported by school-based 
stakeholders.   

Standard 1. Vision & Goals  
To promote student success, principals guide the 
development and implementation of a shared vision, 
mission and goals for the school.  
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Standard 2.0: A building-level education leader applies 
knowledge that promotes the success of every student by 
sustaining a school culture and instructional program 
conducive to student learning through collaboration, trust, 
and a personalized learning environment with high 
expectations for students; creating and evaluating a 
comprehensive, rigorous and coherent curricular and 
instructional school program; developing and supervising 
the instructional and leadership capacity of school staff; 
and promoting the most effective and appropriate 
technologies to support teaching and learning within a 
school environment.  
 

Standard 2. Instructional Leadership 
To promote student success, principals engage with 
teachers, research and data to promote a school culture and 
instructional program that fosters student learning and staff 
professional growth.   
 

Standard 3.0: A building-level education leader applies 
knowledge that promotes the success of every student by 
ensuring the management of the school organization,  
operation, and resources through monitoring and evaluating 
the school management and operational systems; efficiently 
using human, fiscal, and technological resources in a 
school environment; promoting and protecting the welfare 
and safety of school students and staff; developing school 
capacity for distributed leadership; and ensuring that 
teacher and organizational time is focused to support high-
quality instruction and student learning. 
 

Standard 3. Operations & Resources 
To promote student success, principals efficiently and 
productively manage operations and resources such as 
human capital, time and funding.    
 

Standard 4.0: A building-level education leader applies 
knowledge that promotes the success of every student by 
collaborating with faculty and community members, 
responding to diverse community interests and needs, and 
mobilizing community resources on behalf of the school by 
collecting and analyzing information pertinent to 
improvement of the school’s educational environment; 
promoting an understanding, appreciation, and use of the 
diverse cultural, social, and intellectual resources within the 
school community; building and sustaining positive school 
relationships with families and caregivers; and cultivating 
productive school relationships with community partners. 
  

Standard 4. School, Student and Staff Safety 
To promote student success, principals create a physically, 
emotionally, cognitively, and culturally safe learning 
environment for students and staff. 
 

Standard 5.0: A building-level education leader applies 
knowledge that promotes the success of every student by 
acting with integrity, fairness, and in an ethical manner to  
ensure a school system of accountability for every student’s 
academic and social success by modeling school principles 
of self-awareness, reflective practice, transparency, and 
ethical behavior as related to their roles within the school; 
safeguarding the values of democracy, equity, and diversity 
within the school; evaluating the potential moral and legal 
consequences of decision making in the school; and 
promoting social justice within the school to ensure that 
individual student needs inform all aspects of schooling. 
 

Standard 5. School and Community Relationships 
To promote student success, principals foster relationships 
by collaborating, seeking input and communicating with all 
school and community stakeholders.   
 

Standard 6.0: A building-level education leader applies Standard 6. Ethical and Cultural Leadership 
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knowledge that promotes the success of every student by 
understanding, responding to, and influencing the larger 
political, social, economic, legal, and cultural context 
through advocating for school students, families, and 
caregivers; acting to influence local, district, state, and 
national decisions affecting student learning in a school 
environment; and anticipating and assessing emerging 
trends and initiatives in order to adapt school-based 
leadership strategies. 
 

To promote student success, principals provide ethical, 
cultural and skilled leadership. 
 

Standard 7.0: Internship. A building-level education leader 
applies knowledge that promotes the success of every 
student through a substantial and sustained educational 
leadership internship experience that has school-based field 
experiences and clinical internship practice within a school 
setting and is monitored by a qualified, on-site mentor. 
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